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I. An existence theorem. 

We are given a real and reflexive Banach space ¥, with dual V', 

an operator A:V---~V' and a function J:V ~(-oo,+oo]. 

We consider variational inequalities of the following type: find 

ymV such that: 

(I.I) ~Ay,z-y)+j(z)-j(y)_> ~g,z-y) V zeV, 

where geV' and <., .> is the pairing between V' and V. 

We assume A a pseudo-monotone operator, i.e: 

a) A is bounded (on bounded subsets) 

( I. 2 ) I b ) yn---~ y and n, ooiim <AYn, yn -y) - < 0 imply 

l! m <AYn,Yn-Z~ <Ay,y-z~ V seV. 

j is a convex, proper ( i.e. j~+o0) and lower semicontinuous func 

tion. 

It is well known that inequalities of the type (I.I), for any gi- 

ven g~V', have a solution (see J.L.Lions [4J), if the following 

coercivity hypothesis is satisfied: 

I EV such that j(zo)<+O0 and 3 z o 

(1.3) <Az,z_za)+j(z> 
llzl I ~,+~ when {lz{{, > c<). 

We shall deal with the followin~ control problem. The space of 

controls is U, a real and reflexive Banach space; the set of admissi 

ble controls is Uad , a closed convex (non empty) subset of U; B:U--~V' 

is a map such that Un~U implies BUn-~Bu. 

For any given UEUad , the state y=y(u) is given by the solution 
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(not necessarily unique) of the following inequality( f~V' is fixed): 

(I.4) (Ay, z-y) +j(z)-j(y)_~ ~ f+Bu, z-y~ Vz~V. 

The cost is assumed to be quadratic: 

J(u,y(u))= I]y(u)-z d 112 +~llu 112, ~0 (a linear and continuous obse_r 

vation operator might as well be considered)~ 

The control problem is: minimize J on Uad" 

We have the following theorem: 

Theorem I.I Under the hypotheses above, if we have: 

(I.5) either Y>0 or Uad is bounded, 

there exists an optimal pair (u,y(u))~ 

We give here a brief sketch of the proof~ W~ake a minimizing seque_n 

ce {Un,Yn~ n~N ' where Yn is selected among the solutions of (I.4) 

corresponding to u n. It follows from hypothesis (I.5) and the coerci- 

vity hypothesis (I.3) that we can extract a subsequence ~Uni,Yni ~i~N 

such that Un~---~l u and Yni ~ y in V. The compactness of B, the lower 

semlcontinuity of j and the pseudo-monotonicity of A allow us to pass 

to the limit in the inequality and to prove that y is a solution cor- 

responding to u of (I.4). To conclude, the weak lower semicontinuity 

of J on U×V assure us that lu,yl is an optimal control-state pair. • 

Remark I A particular case of inequality (I.I) is: 

(z.6) (Ay,z-y) V z K, 

where K is a closed convex subset of V.It suffices to define j(z)=~(z) 
K 

where ~Kis the indicator function of K, i.e. : 

+ oD if zSK 

Remark 2 Generally we have not uniqueness of the optimal control. 

A very simple counterexample is the following (V=U~R). The inequality 

is given by (Bu--u+~-2): 
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(I.7) y,(z-y) ~ (u+~/~)'(z-y) V ze/O,I] 
The (unique) solution of (I.7) is given by y(u)=PrK(u+~), the pro- 

jection of u+~on K=[O,I]o. 

If we set Uad=U and J(u)=u2+(y(u)) 2, both u=O and u=- ~ are optimal 

controls. 

Former results on the optimal control of variational inequalities 

may be found in J.P.Yvon [6], or in J.L.Lions ~]] (here a special 

case is considered); see also R.Kluge [2), and the bibliography li- 

sted there for further references. 

2. Further results on the control of variational inequalities. 

The existence theorem previously given can be extended to more 

general cost functionals, provided that the operator A is actually 

a monotone hemicontinuous and bounded operator. To do this, we need 

the following theorem of F.E.Browder [I] on the sequential lower 

semicontinuity of certain types of functionals. 

Theorem 2.I We are given three real Banach spaces X, X1, X 2 ; a 

h(Xl,X 2) is convex and strongly continuous in x I when x 2 is 

fixed 

b) h(Xl,X2) is strongly continuous in x 2 , when x I is fixed, and 

uniformly continuous in x 2 when x I varies in bounded subsets. 

We are given also L:X~-~X1, a linear and continuous map, and 

M:X--~X 2 a map sequentially continuous from the weak to the strong 

topology. Then~ setting J(u)=h(Lu,Mu):X--~R, J is weakly sequentially 

lower semicontlnuous. 

map h:X 1 X2~-~R such that: 

a) 
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We note that in Browder's theorem it is required that M is a ll- 

near map, but this hypothesis can be suppressed, as can be easily 

verified. 

If we require that A is a strongly monotone operator, we can apply 

Browder's theorem to our control problem: to do this we note that 

under this assumption the map G:U--~V, which associates to the con- 

trol u the corresponding (unique) state y(u), is sequentially conti- 

nuous from weak to strong. If we define X=U, X2=V and M--G, while h, 

X 1 and L are as in Browder's theorem, we obtain that the map 

weakly 
J(u)=h(Lu,Mu) is sequentiallyVlower semicontinuous on U. This fact 

gives us an existence theorem if ~e assume that the set of admissible 

controls Uad is bounded. 

To conclude, we give here briefly a result on the sensitivity of 

the control problem. We consider variational inequalities of type 

(I.6), where A is a strictly monotone hemicontlnuous and bounded 

operator. We perturb A,K,z d and f. More precisely, we consider a se- 

quence of problems like this: 

(P) : minimize J(v)=llYn(V)-z d 112 +~Ilvll 2 
n 

for V~Uad and Yn(V) the solution of: 

(AnYn(V),Z-Yn(V))~- ~fn+BV,Z-Yn(V)/k • z~K n 

The initial problem is: 
2 

(Po) : minimize Jo(V)=llYo(V)-Z d Jl V +VlJVIJu 2 
o 

for vEUad and Yo(V) the solution of: 

~AoYo(V),z-Yo(V))2 (fo+BV, z-Yo(V)) ~ z~K m 

If we assume that fn >fo' Zd--~Zd ' and that An,K n and Ao,Ka~ verify 
n o 

the hypotheses introduced by U.~osco in K SS to prove the strong con- 

vergence of solutions of perturbed variational inequalities, then we 
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obtain the following result: 

Theorem 2.2 Given a sequence of optimal controls u n for Pn' we 

can extract a subsequence u weakly converging to an optimal control 
n i 

for Pc; the corresponding states Yni converge strongly to y=yo(u). 

Let us give here a brief sketch of f the proof. Our aim is to prove 

the boundedness of Un, and this is obvious if we prove that Jn(Un) is 

such. To prove this fact, we note that Jn(Un) < Jn(Uo), where UoiS an 

optimal control for Po* But Jn(Uo) is bounded because the states 

y'=y (u) converge strongly to Yo; more precisely we obtain that: 
n o n 

i n(Uo> o(Oo)l   
This fact implies the boundedness of Jn(Un), so of u n. If we consider 

a subsequence u ---~u, we have Bu ---~Bu : from this follows that 
n i n i 

Yni(Uni)--~Yo(U). To conclude, the weak lower semicontinuity of the 

costs J imply that limJ (u)_~ Jo(~). From this, and from (2.I), we 
~-~n n 

get that Jo(u) _~ Jo(Uo)+ ~ for every £~0, so Jo(U)_~ Jo(Uo). But 

Jo(Uo) ~_Jo(U) for definition of Uo: this means that ~ is actually an 

t optimal control for Po o 
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